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Outline
 Frame of reference and definitions for atmospheric corrosion
 Predicting atmospheric corrosion rates

– What we are modeling 
– Measuring boundary conditions
– Modeling results

 Direct measurements to verify the predictions
 Considerations as corrosion modeling proceeds

– Current modeling limitations
– Challenges to consider for future modeling
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Atmospheric corrosion occurs like all other corrosion except 
that it occurs under a thin film electrolyte

Electrolyte

Substrate Corrosion Product

Atmospheric Species

10m – 1mm
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Deliquescence relative humidity (DRH) is the RH 
value where a salt crystal forms a fully saturated liquid 

Hiranuma, Atmospheric Environment (2008)
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To have confidence in a modeling technique, we need to verify its 
performance

Model Simple
Geometry

Define Boundary
Conditions

Make
Predictions

Compare Prediction
with Measurements

Compare results with
another method
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The first step is to create and FEA model from a Multi-Electrode 
Array (MEA)

Image the array

Digitize the image

Identify boundaries

Label the elements
Green = 316SS
Blue = AA7075
Red = insulator
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To collect electrochemical boundary conditions under thin film 
electrolytes, a specialized cell was designed 
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Cathodic polarization data from a steel electrode shows 
increased limiting current kinetics because of the thin 
electrolyte at 90% RH
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Cathodic polarization data from a 316SS electrode shows 
different behavior compared with the carbon steel electrode 
at 90% RH
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Using electrochemical boundary conditions from thin film 
polarization data, predictions of the average current density 
can be made

Potential is dominated by the large number of AA7075 electrodes

All anodic current is from AA7075

Model output from Corrdesa
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Independent MEA measurements were made on a 316SS/AA7075 
array and the average anodic current was calculated
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Independent MEA measurements were made on a 316SS/AA7075 
array and the average anodic current was calculated

Immersion in 0.6M NaCl

200 g/m2 NaCl, 90% RH

316SS AA7075
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Traditional curve crossing techniques were also used to 
calculate the expected galvanic current
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Comparison between model data and MEA measurements 
show good agreement and thus validate both MEA and 
electrochemical polarization techniques

Immersion 90 % RH

MEA 2.18×10‐5 A/cm2 2.75×10‐5 A/cm2

Curve Crossing (using MEA 
Al:SS ratios) 9.24x10‐6 A/cm2 2.54x10‐5 A/cm2

Simulaton Prediction
(Total Anodic Current) 9.50x10‐6 A/cm2 2.97x10‐5 A/cm2



Conclusions
 Reasonable measurements of electrochemical parameters under 

deposited salt films in atmospheric RH can be made
 Direct measurements of galvanic current can be made using MEA 

probes
 Predictions of galvanic current from a simulated MEA surface using 

measured electrochemical boundary conditions compare favorable with 
direct measurements of galvanic current from the MEA
 Galvanic currents under 90% RH conditions are higher than those 

measured under immersion environments
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Considerations as Corrosion Modeling Proceeds

 Determine if spatial distribution of current is important and if so, how 
to improve modeling
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Considerations as Corrosion Modeling Proceeds

 Determine if spatial distribution of current is important and if so, how 
to improve modeling
 Ensure the effects of variable environmental conditions are accounted 

for
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60% RH

90% RH

65% RH

For AA2024 coupled with carbon steel, galvanic coupling 
occurs above DRH and breaks down below DRH
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For cycles where drying is not complete, coating disbondment
is significant and exfoliation corrosion is observed

Cycle 1

Cycle 2

450 hours 905 hours 1320 hours

Cycle 1 Cycle 2

Max RH 90% 90%

Min RH 40% 65%

Max RH Time (hr) 2 2

Min RH Time (hr) 1 1

Red in the image is “above” the surface



Considerations as Corrosion Moeling Proceeds

 Determine if spatial distribution of current is important and if so, how 
to improve modeling
 Ensure the effects of variable environmental conditions are accounted 

for
 Ensure that boundary conditions accurately reflect the environment
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Environments differ in complex ways and care must be taken in 
choosing conditions for electrochemical testing

Mild Severe



Considerations as Corrosion Moeling Proceeds

 Determine if spatial distribution of current is important and if so, how 
to improve modeling
 Ensure the effects of variable environmental conditions are accounted 

for
 Ensure that boundary conditions accurately reflect the environment
 What makes a worst case environment

– Type of salt
– Amount of salt
– Or other environmental inputs like RH, temp, rain fall, etc

 Figure out ways to verify more complex models!
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